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WHAT IS IT?

A negotiation contract outlining the collective bargaining terms drawn out by the owners and union representatives who are acting on the behalf of workers and employees
WHAT HAPPENS IF THE AGREEMENT IS VIOLATED?

~The parties have the private right to enforce its provisions without government intervention.
~For example- In the ball deflating incident, all decisions regarding punishment would be made by the commissioner of the NFL unless the union intervenes.
~It can also result in a strike or lockout.
In total, they've had 6 work stoppages. 5 of those were directly related to the Collective Bargaining Agreement.
July 3-July 15, 1968 - The first NFL collective bargaining agreement was created. The NFL Players Association voted to strike, and the NFL owners counter by locking out the players during training camp. The two sides came to an agreement regarding pension benefits.
In May, 2008 the owners voted to end the collective bargaining agreement after the 2010 season and there was no talk of bringing it back.

In 2011 their existing contract expired.

March 11, 2011 - Negotiations to draft a new collective bargaining agreement broke down and the players' union walked out on negotiations.

After the NFLPA walked out on negotiations, the players decertified the union so that they could file a class-action antitrust lawsuit against the National Football League (Brady v NFL). Quarterbacks Tom Brady, Drew Brees, Peyton Manning were 3 of 11 football players who filed the lawsuit on behalf of the players against the NFL.
In July, 2011 the NFL players unanimously voted to ratify the collective bargaining agreement, effectively ending the 136-day lockout.

It was ratified in August, 2011, formally ending the labor dispute.
WITHIN THE NBA

2 of their 3 lockouts were directly related to the CBA - those lockouts were the two longest in NBA history

July 1, 1998-January 6, 1999 - The 191-day lockout is over collective bargaining.

July 1-December 8, 2011 - The 161-day lockout ends when NBA players and owners agree to a 10-year collective bargaining deal.
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